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Abstract. Two key components contribute to task completion time: execution cost and communication cost. The
communication cost is induced by data transfers between tasks residing on separate nodes. The communication is
always expensive and unreliable in mobile ad hoc Grids and therefore plays a critical role in application performance.
To reduce communication cost, interdependent tasks are allocated to nodes located close to one another. However,
once the tasks have been allocated, nodes can move within a Grid. The movement of nodes within a Grid may result in
multi-hop communication between nodes executing dependent tasks. In order to deal with node mobility within a
Grid, an effective resource allocation scheme is required, but the design of such a scheme for mobile ad hoc
computational Grids is challenging due to the constrained communication environment, node mobility, and
infrastructure-less network environment. In this paper, we have developed an adaptive and distance-based resource
allocation scheme which takes into account the characteristics of an application and nodes and applies migration
heuristics to address the local node mobility problem. The scheme is validated in a simulated environment using
various workloads and parameters.
Keywords: Computational Grid; Mobile Grid; Ad Hoc Networks; Resource Allocation; Interdependent Tasks.

nicate with one another without any pre-existing
network infrastructure [1].
The idea of the mobile ad hoc computational Grid
is motivated by recent advances in mobile computing
and communication technologies which now make it
feasible to design and develop the next generation of
applications through the sharing of computing resources in mobile ad hoc environments. For example,
members of a group of miniature autonomous mobile
robots deployed in an urban environment can collaborate with each other to perform an automated video
surveillance task, or soldiers in a group can use their
wearable computing devices and range of sensor
nodes to form a Grid in order to construct a 3D map

1. Introduction
Due to recent advances in mobile computing and
communication technologies, mobile ad hoc
computational Grids are emerging as a new computing
paradigm, enabling innovative applications through
the sharing of computing resources among mobile
devices without any pre-existing network infrastructure. Mobile ad hoc computational Grids are integration of computational Grids and mobile ad hoc
networks. A computational Grid is a software infrastructure that allows distributed computing devices to
share computing resources to solve computationally
intensive problems [3], while a mobile ad hoc network
is a wireless network of mobile devices that commu-
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the task executed on a node but also dependent tasks
executed on neighboring nodes.
In the literature, various schemes have been
proposed to address the resource allocation problem,
but most of them are either targeted towards preexisting network infrastructure-based systems [11],
[27] or they do not consider dependencies between
tasks [4], [8], [36], [26].
In our previous studies, we have proposed two
resource allocation schemes: (1) a centralized and
distance-based resource allocation scheme [29] which
exploits the characteristics of an application and
allocates interdependent tasks to nodes located close
to one another to reduce the cost of communication
between interdependent tasks; and (2) an energy
efficient resource allocation scheme [30] which
exploits a transmission power control mechanism to
reduce energy consumption in the transmission of
data. However, neither of these schemes are adaptive
to node mobility within a Grid coverage area.
In this study, we have developed an adaptive and
distance-based resource allocation scheme which takes
into account the characteristics of an application and
nodes and applies migration heuristics to reduce the
communication cost and energy consumption in the
transmission of data. The scheme is based on a group
mobility model in which all nodes work as a group
and is adaptive to node mobility within a Grid. The
scheme is validated in a simulated environment using
various workloads and parameters.

and to identify and monitor stationary and moving
objects within a map.
This paper addresses the problem of resource
allocation to interdependent tasks in mobile ad hoc
computational Grids. The task dependencies can be
classified into two categories: control dependencies
and data dependencies. With data dependencies, tasks
exchange data with one another in order to achieve
desired results. The data dependencies between tasks
imply that heavy communication can be induced by
data transfers between tasks residing on separate
nodes. Communication is always expensive and unreliable in mobile ad hoc Grids and therefore plays a
critical role in application performance. To reduce the
communication cost, interdependent tasks are allocated to nodes that are closer to one another. However,
once the tasks have been allocated, the nodes can
move within the Grid, and this movement of nodes
within the Grid may result in multi-hop communication between nodes executing dependent tasks. In
order to deal with node mobility within a Grid, an
effective resource allocation scheme is required, but
the design of such a scheme for mobile ad hoc computational Grids is challenging due to node mobility, the
constrained communication environment, limited
battery power, and the infrastructure-less network
environment.
Problems due to node mobility: Unpredictable
node mobility across the coverage area may result in
task failure, and within the coverage area it may
increase communication cost. Node mobility across
the coverage area affects not only tasks executed on
nodes but also dependent tasks executed on other
nodes. Moreover, in a multi-hop mobile ad hoc Grid, a
node can also be used as an intermediate node to
forward data on behalf of tasks executed on neighboring nodes. Therefore, the mobility of a single node
can have an enormous effect on application performance.
Problems due to the constrained communication environment: A mobile ad hoc network
provides networking and communication services to
nodes within a Grid. It presents a very constrained
communication environment due to the limited power,
shared medium, available spectrum, and node
mobility, and hence suffers from limited bandwidth,
high latency, and unstable connectivity problems,
which may result in severe network congestion due to
frequent failure and activation of links [1]. In such an
environment, data transfer between dependent tasks is
very critical for task completion time.
Problems due to battery power: Nodes within a
Grid are battery-driven and their power is limited and
should be utilized effectively to prolong the lifetime of
the nodes and thus of the application. Ineffective
allocation of tasks to mobile nodes can significantly
increase the communication and energy consumption
cost, which limits the lifetime of nodes and may result
in power failure. The power failure will affect not only

2. Related work
Most of the work on resource allocation in
computational Grids is focused towards infrastructurebased powerful computing systems connected through
high performance communication networks [2], [5],
[6], [7], [10], [19], [22], [28], [35], [32]. However, due
to recent advances in mobile computing and
communication technologies, there is a significant
shift towards mobile Grids research. The research on
mobile Grids is divided into two categories. In the first
category, mobile devices are allowed to access Grid
resources [12], [15], [17], [23], [25], while in the
second category they can be used as a computing
resource within a Grid [13], [14], [31]. The second
category is further divided into two subcategories: in
the first, mobile devices are integrated with
infrastructure-based computing systems [9], [16], and
in the second they can collaborate with each other
without any pre-existing network infrastructure [18],
[32], [33]. The latter is referred to in this paper as a
mobile ad hoc computational Grid.
The research on resource allocation in mobile ad
hoc computational Grids is still in a preliminary phase
and a very few schemes based on a decentralized
architecture have been proposed to address issues such
as node mobility, energy management, and task
failure. For example, Hummel and Jelleschitz [18]
proposed a distributed resource allocation scheme
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based on a first-come-first-served strategy that allows
each mobile node to perform mapping based on the
job’s requirements. It employs a proactive and reactive
fault tolerance mechanism and supports redundant
execution of tasks to deal with task failure. The
scheme proposed by Chu and Humphrey [9] utilizes a
manager–worker model to distribute tasks and supports
application-controlled migration to deal with failure
due to low battery power. The problem of energyconstrained scheduling for Grid environments has
been addressed by Li and Li [20], who have
investigated energy minimization and Grid utility
optimization problems. To maximize the Grid system
utility without exceeding the deadline and total energy
budget, they employ a pricing-based decomposition
method. The scheme proposed by Liu et al. [21] also
focuses on a power-aware allocation to support the
adaptation needs of ad hoc applications such as
changes in network topology and application behavior.
To reduce the mean path length of data packets, tasks
are migrated to topologically closer nodes; however,
the migration occurs after analyzing data communication patterns during the execution of tasks. To select
the most suitable node for task execution, Gomes et al.
[14] proposed a scheme which utilizes a delayed reply
mechanism in which a more resourceful node replies
earlier than less resourceful nodes. It also provides
load balancing and scalability. The scheme proposed
by Selvi et al. [33] addresses node mobility by
profiling the regular movements of a user over the
time. The profiling consists of the user’s visited
locations and associated time spent at those locations.
A node which previously stayed longer at a location is
selected for task execution.
The schemes mentioned above are based on a
decentralized architecture that results in poor
allocation decisions due to the lack of a network-wide
view. They also do not consider the dependencies
between tasks and are targeted towards load
balancing, scalability, and fault tolerance rather than
application performance. Moreover, these schemes
also do not address the node mobility problem within
a Grid coverage area. To deal with precedence
dependencies, Shilve at al. [32] have proposed a
scheme based on static allocation of resources in ad
hoc computational Grids; however, due to static
allocation, this scheme is not adaptive to network
changes and application behavior.

set of edges representing communication links among
them. The parameters pi, mi, and bi represent the
processing power, memory, and remaining battery
power of node ni, respectively, while Dij represents the
communication distance between nodes ni and nj
connected by a link l or set of links, where l  L . The
nodes can move within and across the network
coverage area and are heterogeneous in terms of
processing power, memory, and battery power.
3.2. Application model
A parallel application is modeled as a graph
GA=(T, C), where T is the set of vertices representing
tasks and C is the set of edges representing
dependencies between tasks. The tasks within an
application are preemptive and indivisible work units.
The dependencies are divided into two categories:
precedence dependencies and parallel execution
dependencies.
The
tasks
with
precedence
dependencies are executed independently but require
inputs generated by predecessor tasks, while tasks
with parallel execution dependencies periodically
exchange data with one another and communication
between tasks may take place at any time during
execution. The precedence dependency of task tj on
task ti implies that task ti must be completed before
task tj, while the parallel execution dependency of task
ti on task tj implies that the execution of both tasks
should start at the same time.
In addition to dependencies, tasks are also divided
into three categories: computation-bound tasks, local
communication-bound
tasks,
and
remote
communication-bound tasks, represented by ticpu bound ,
tilcbound and tirc bound , respectively. The computation-

bound tasks exchange a small quantity of data and
have high processor utilization, while communicationbound tasks exchange a large quantity of data and
have
low
processor
utilization.
Among
communication-bound tasks, local communicationbound tasks spend most of the time performing local
I/O operations while remote communication-bound
tasks spend most of the time performing remote I/O
operations.
The purpose of classifying dependencies and tasks
is to exploit them in order to improve the utilization of
computing resources and application performance. For
example, in the case of computation-bound tasks, high
processing nodes are critical for their performance,
while in the case of communication-bound tasks,
communication performance is more critical than
processor
performance.
Moreover,
among
communication-bound tasks, remote communicationbound tasks are more critical to performance than
local communication-bound tasks. Like tasks,
knowledge of dependencies also plays a key role in
improving application performance and resource
utilization. For example, communication between
tasks with parallel execution dependencies may take
place anytime during execution; therefore, such tasks

3. System models
This section is further divided into two
subsections: the first subsection describes the network
model and the second the application model.
3.1. Network Model
A mobile ad hoc network is modeled as an
undirected graph GN = (N, L, p, m, b), where N is the
set of vertices representing mobile nodes and L is the
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completed their execution are considered for
allocation. In order to make allocation decisions, there
are three possible cases:
Allocation of an independent task: Since an
independent task does not have dependency, the
resource allocation service makes an allocation
decision according to the task type. For local and
remote communication-bound tasks, a low processing
node is selected, while for computation-bound tasks, a
high processing node is selected for task execution.
Allocation of interdependent tasks set T * : A set
of interdependent tasks consists of multiple tasks with
parallel execution dependencies. For allocation, one
remote communication-bound task tirc  bound is selec-

should be allocated simultaneously or with the
minimum possible delay. Otherwise, it is possible for
one task to be allocated and waiting for data from
another task which is still awaiting allocation. In this
situation, the allocated task would not be able to
proceed and would be wasting valuable resources.

4. An adaptive and distance-based resource
allocation (ADRA) scheme
ADRA aims to reduce the communication cost
between interdependent tasks. It takes into account the
task and dependency types and allocates
interdependent tasks to nodes which are close to one
another with respect to physical distance. The use of
physical distance as a metric can result in a better
performance when nodes use multiple transmission
power levels to communicate with each other [30].
This is because tasks executed on two nearby nodes
accessible at minimum transmission power do not
require maximum transmission power to communicate, which can significantly reduce energy consumption and communication cost. However, for nodes
with fixed transmission power, the distance is
measured in numbers of hops.

ted from the interdependent tasks set T * and is allocated to a low processing node. The remaining tasks are
allocated close to this task.
Allocation of dependent tasks T * that have
dependency on an already allocated task tr: One
task is already allocated while other dependent tasks
are waiting for allocation. The allocated task is called
a reference task tr while the node that is executing a
reference task is called a reference node nr. Dependent
tasks T * are allocated close to task tr.

4.1. Resource Allocation

4.2. Adaptation Mechanism

This section is divided into two parts: The first part
focuses on the node selection mechanism and the
second part describes the resource allocation method.
Node selection mechanism
In order to select nodes for allocation of tasks we
adopt an approach proposed in [34] which is used to
predict the amount of time during which two nodes
will remain connected to each other. It is assumed that
each mobile node is equipped with WA-DGPS, which
provides position, speed, and direction information.
Nodes share this information with each other in order
to predict the future connectivity. For details, readers
are referred to [34]. The nodes that will remain
connected for a longer period of time are selected for
allocation of tasks. The node selection mechanism is
used in scenarios where the movement of one node is
independent from that of the others.
Task allocation
Before allocation, all tasks are sorted and are
assigned to different levels depending on precedence
and parallel execution dependencies. The lowest level
consists of tasks with no predecessors and the highest
level consists of tasks with no successors. Tasks with
parallel execution dependencies are assigned to the
same level. At each level, tasks are assigned a priority
according to task type. The remote communicationbound tasks have the highest priority, followed by
local communication-bound and computation-bound
tasks. Allocation starts from the lowest level, and at
each level, tasks are considered by priority. Only tasks
with no predecessors or whose predecessors have

Once the tasks have been allocated, the nodes can
move within a Grid. Node mobility within a Grid can
increase the communication distance and may result in
multi-hop communication between nodes executing
dependent tasks. Multi-hop communication increases
queuing and packet processing delays, the number of
forwarded, dropped, and lost packets, and the amount
of control traffic. It may also generate a new set of
control packets due to route rediscovery and medium
access control. In order to avoid multi-hop communication between dependent tasks due to local node
mobility, we have developed an adaptation algorithm
which migrates dependent tasks to nearby nodes.
In this study we have assumed that the amount of
data transmitted or processed by tasks is unknown.
Without this assumption, it would be easy to make an
effective migration decision by estimating the task
completion time before and after migration of the task.
Since the amount of data transmitted or processed by
tasks is not known in advance, we have to exploit the
application’s characteristics, such as task and
dependency type.
This section first describes key factors that should
be considered when making a migration decision and
then lists the migration heuristics.
Factors critical to the migration decision
Type of task: It is very important to consider the
type of task executed on a mobile node. As defined in
the application model, remote communication-bound
tasks exchange a large quantity of data and therefore
are more critical to task performance than local
communication-bound or computation-bound tasks.
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Computation-bound tasks, however, exchange small
amounts of data, so there is a high probability that
migration of computation-bound tasks would not
result in better performance.
In addition, a task can process data stored on a
node where the task is executed or collected from an
external environment. In the former case, it is important to consider the amount of data that need to be
migrated with the task. In the latter case, data are
collected from the environment, so migration of the
task close to its dependent tasks would result in better
performance.
Type of dependency: In the case of precedence
dependency, a successor task communicates only once
to collect results, while in the case of parallel
execution dependency it is likely that dependent tasks
will continue to exchange data throughout their
execution. The quality of the connection between
nodes may vary significantly with respect to time. For
instance, the quality of the connection between nodes
executing dependent tasks may be the best at the start,
while later it may deteriorate. In the case of
precedence dependency this issue is not serious
because the predecessor task communicates only once
to collect results. In the case of parallel execution
dependency, the connection quality between nodes
should be monitored carefully so that migration
decisions can be made.
Number of mobile nodes: All the nodes executing
the interdependent task set may move together or
some of them may move while others may remain
stationary. In such a situation the task type and
numbers of mobile and stationary nodes are critical for
an effective decision. When the majority of nodes
executing interdependent tasks are moving while a
few of them are stationary, it is better to migrate tasks
executed on stationary nodes near to mobile nodes.
Otherwise, migration of tasks from mobile nodes close
to stationary nodes may result in a better performance.
Node direction: Nodes executing dependent tasks
can move in the same direction or opposite directions.
The former is not a problem, but in the case of the
latter, the distance between nodes executing dependent
tasks would increase and eventually result in multihop communication.
Communication distance: The movement of
nodes may increase or decrease the communication
distance between nodes executing dependent tasks. A
decreased communication distance is better for
communication performance. However in the case of
increased communication distance, the difference in
distances, that is, the new distance minus the old
distance, could be small, with a minor effect on
communication cost, or large, with a significant effect.
Migration heuristics

x

x

x

x

In addition, the distance threshold would avoid
unnecessary migration.
We only consider migration of remote
communication-bound tasks. As mentioned earlier,
remote communication-bound tasks exchange
large quantities of data and are therefore more
critical to communication performance.
Computation-bound and local communicationbound tasks are not considered for migration.
These tasks exchange small amounts of data and
thus do not have a significant effect on
communication performance [27]. We assume that
the time required to move a local communicationbound or computation-bound task from a distant
node to a node located nearby is greater than the
time required for data transmission from a distant
node.
We also take into account the number of mobile
nodes executing remote communication-bound
tasks during a pre-defined time interval. This
ensures that if more than one node executing
dependent tasks moves within a short interval then
all nodes will be treated at the same time.
Tasks which collect data from the environment are
always migrated.

For details refer to the adaptation algorithm.

5. Simulations and analysis
The performance of the proposed scheme (ADRA)
is compared with a distance-based resource allocation
(DRA) scheme [31] and DICHOTOMY [14]. DRA
allocates interdependent tasks to nodes located nearby,
while DICHOTOMY utilizes a delayed reply
mechanism to select nodes in which more resourceful
nodes reply earlier than less resourceful nodes. Both
schemes are not adaptive to node mobility within a
Grid.
5.1. Performance Metrics
Since an average end-to-end communication delay
is a key component that determines communication
performance, it is used as a basic performance metric
for evaluation of the proposed scheme. In addition, the
accumulative application completion time and energy
consumption are also used as performance metrics.
Average end-to-end communication delay: This
refers to the time taken for a packet to be transmitted
across the network from source to destination. This
includes all possible delays such as transmission
delay, propagation delay, packet processing delay,
queuing delays, and so on.
Accumulative application completion time:

x Tasks are migrated when the increased
communication distance is greater than a threshold
value. A small increase in communication distance
usually does not increase the communication cost.

n

AACompTime

¦T

i
CompTime

i
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*

*

M* represents tasks with

T is a suubset of remotee communicatioon-bound taskss , and S
parallel execuution dependenncy on ti , R
communicatioon-bound taskss on a stationary
y node */
If

tirc bound

*

locationUpdateed and Ti

!=

then

Wait for timee interval I

tirc bound

M*

Check updateed position of taasks having parrallel execution dependency on
n task
For each taskk

tirc bound

tirc boundd

M*

*

Find Qi

*

If Qi = null and updattedDistance of ti > d d then
r  bound
rc

Ti*

Select t j

rcc  bound

alloocateTasks ( t j

rc bo
ound

, ti

*

Else Qi !=
= null & updateedDistance of

)

tirc bound

> dd

rc bound
i

Q* Qi* U t
*

*
If Q = R then

Get

t rcj bound

Qi*
rc  bound

allocateTasks ( t j

*

,Q )

*

*
Else Iff Q <= S theen

F
Find

tsrc bound

S*
rc bound

alllocateTasks ( t s

*

,Q )

Else
F
Find

t qrc bound

Q*
rc  bound
b

allocaateTasks ( t q

*

,S )

*

allocateTask
ks( tr , T ) {
Get a refereence node

nr from
fr
the task alllocation table

Find the cloosest node

nn

f
from
a referencce node

nr

Do {
Find ccandidate node

nc /* Distance between nc annd nr <= Distaance between nn and nr */
*

Assiggn weight and add nc to candid
date node list N
} Repeat (until all candiddate nodes are found)
f
*

Sort N bbased on Wi inn descending order
*

Sort T based on task typpe
For each ttask

ti within taask set T*

nj
Allocate task ti to node
n

 M*

}

Pseudo code of adaptationn algorithm
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Energgy consumption: This is
i the amounnt of
energy coonsumed in thhe transmission
n of data.

Table
T
1. Simulaation parameterss
Simulation time
Number of nodes
Transmisssion range
Simulattion area
Numberr of tasks
Transport protocol
Ad hoc routting protocol
Mac prrotocol
Traffiic type
Packeet rate
Packeet size

5.2. Simu
ulation Setup
p
The network sim
mulator NS2
2 was usedd for
performaance evaluationn with a wide range of taskks and
mobility scenarios. Thhe environmen
nt was designned in
compliannce with a battlefield sccenario. A ggroup
mobility model [24] was
w used in wh
hich all nodes work
as a grroup. Twentyy-four nodess were deplloyed
randomlyy in subgroupps of varying
g size. The nnodes
within a group movedd to a random
m destinationn at a
speed disstributed betw
ween two and
d four meterrs per
second, aand when theey reached the boundary oof the
group, thhey bounced back
b
and con
ntinued to moove to
another raandomly seleccted destinatio
on.
To em
mulate the varying
v
numb
ber of taskss and
communiication between them, constant
c
bit rate
applicatioons were deeployed. The amount of data
transferreed between tasks, which alsso reflects thee task
size, was distributed acccording to th
he type of taskk. For
example,
tasks
remote communicatiion-bound
exchangeed more data than
t
local com
mmunication-bbound
and com
mputation-bouund tasks. In
n order to make
allocationn decisions, three key
y services were
implemennted: a monnitoring serv
vice, a discoovery
service, and a resoource allocation service. The
monitorinng service ruuns on nodess willing to share
computinng resources while
w
the resou
urce-allocationn and
-discoverry services are
a executed on a node that
requires additional coomputing reso
ources. The nnodemonitorinng service listens
l
for requests
r
to share
computinng resources and keepss track of task
executionn. The resource-discovery service broaddcasts
request messages annd collects replies
r
whilee the
resource--allocation serrvice makes alllocation decissions.
For a dettailed descripttion of these services,
s
the rreader
is referreed to [10]. In order to achiieve confidennce in
the resultts, each experriment was reepeated four ttimes.
The param
meters speciffic to scenario
os are describbed in
the respeective sectionns, while simu
ulation param
meters
are givenn in Table 1.

1000 seconds
24
2
25
50 m
1500 m × 1000 m
12, 24, 36, or 48
TCP
T
AODV and DSR
IEEE 802.11
Constan
nt bit rate
2–4 packetts per second
512 bytes

5.3.
5 Simulatio
on Results
This secttion, which is divided
d into
subsections,
s
prresents the sim
mulation resullts.

fivee

5.3.1.
5
Effect off node mobilitty on average end-to-end
communication
c
n delay
Scenario 1:
1 The ratios of remote com
mmunication-bound
b
tasks to local coommunication
n-bound andd
computation-b
c
bound tasks arre 2:1 and 2:1, respectively..
The
T
ratio of tasks w
with paralleel executionn
dependencies
d
to tasks withh precedence dependenciess
iss 2:1. Nodes were movingg at a speed of
o two meterss
per
p second. A total of 24 ttasks were deployed on 244
nodes
n
and thee distance waas measured in
i number off
hops.
h
For simp
plicity, we asssumed the saame executionn
cost
c for all tassks because w
we are only co
oncerned withh
th
he communicaation perform
mance of an application.
Figure 1. demonstratess an average end-to-endd
communication
c
n delay and accumulative applicationn
completion
c
tim
me for Scenarrio 1. As the results show,,
node
n
mobility
y has a siggnificant imp
pact on thee
performance
p
of
o DRA andd DICHOTOM
MY, whereass
ADRA
A
is lesss affected. Inn the case off two mobilee
nodes,
n
the diifference betw
ween the perrformance off
ADRA
A
and DRA is negliggible. This is because bothh
schemes
s
alloccated interdep
ependent task
ks to closelyy
lo
ocated nodes and the mobbility of the tw
wo nodes didd
not
n
have a significant effect on performance..
However,
H
as the
t number oof mobile nod
des increased,,
th
he performance of DRA w
was degraded by 70–180%
%





Fiigure 1. Averagge end-to-end co
ommunication ddelay and accum
mulative appliccation completioon time for Sceenario 1
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while the perrformance of ADRA was affected by onlly
20–60%. AD
DRA performeed better due to an adaptatioon
mechanism iin which taskks were migraated to anothher
node locatedd nearby whenn a node execcuting a remoote
communicatiion-bound taask moved and
a
crossed a
distance threeshold value.. In the casee of DRA annd
DICHOTOM
MY, it was observed
o
that when a nodde
executing a dependent task
t
was mov
ving away, aan
existing linkk between two nodes went down, whicch
increased thhe control overhead. The
T
increaseed
communicatiion distance also resulted
d in multi-hoop
communicatiion, which significantly increased thhe
overheads oof the transpport, routing, and medium
um
access contrrol layers inn addition to
t the packket
processing aand queuing delays
d
associaated with appllication layer ddata at intermediate nodes.
Another trend that can
c
be obserrved from thhe
results shownn in Figure 1 is that when the number oof
mobile nodees increases, the perform
mance of DR
RA
becomes staable. This is because mosst of the taskks
executed onn mobile nodes
n
were either loccal
communicatiion-bound taasks or com
mputation-bounnd
tasks, whichh transfer sm
mall amountss of data annd
therefore havve a minor efffect on the performance.
p
IIn

des, most of the tasks
the case of 4–6 mobile node
on mobile
noodes
were remote
execcuted
comm
munication-bo
ound tasks w
which exchan
nged large
quan
ntities of data and thus hadd an enormouss effect on
the performance.
p
Scenario
S
2: The
T ratio of rremote communicationboun
nd tasks to local comm
munication-bo
ound and
comp
putation-boun
nd tasks is 2:33. The remain
ning setup
is thee same as thatt defined in Sccenario 1.
The
T results fo
or Scenario 2 presented in
n Figure 2
show
w that a smalll number of rremote communicationboun
nd tasks does
d
not iimprove perrformance
signiificantly. Both
h the DRA aand the ADRA
A scheme
havee almost the same perform
mance. This is
i because
mostt of the task
ks executed oon mobile no
odes were
eitheer local communicatioon-bound tasks
t
or
comp
putation-boun
nd tasks, whicch are not con
nsidered in
the adaptation mechanism. The ADRA
A scheme
perfo
orms slightly
y better, beccause in som
me cases,
partiicularly with 8–12 mobille nodes, no
odes were
execcuting remote communicatition-bound tassks which
weree migrated when
w
the inccreased comm
munication
distaance crossed th
he distance thr
hreshold value.

Figuree 2. Average ennd-to-end comm
munication delaay and accumulaative applicatio
on completion tiime for Scenariio 2

5.3.2. Averagge end-to-end communication delay withh
various numbbers of tasks

mote communnication-bound
d tasks to
alloccation of rem
nodees at multi-hop
p distances.
Compared
C
to DICHOTOM
MY, ADRA improves
perfo
ormance by about
a
80% wiith 12–24 task
ks and by
abou
ut 55% with 36–48 tasks. D
DICHOTOMY
Y allocates
taskss based on pro
ocessing pow
wer. It does no
ot consider
the distance
d
between nodes orr dependencies between
taskss. Because high processingg nodes weree at multihop distances, th
he allocation of dependentt tasks to
high processing no
odes resulted in multi-hop communicatio
on between deependent taskks, which incrreased the
comm
munication ov
verhead.
Scenario
S
4: The
T ratio of rremote communicationboun
nd tasks to local comm
munication-bo
ound and
comp
putation-boun
nd tasks is 2:3 .
Scenario
S
4 reeflects a smaall number of
o remote
comm
munication-bo
ound tasks annd thus a smaall amount
of daata transfers. As shown in Figure 4, witth a small
num
mber of remote communicatiion-bound task
ks, ADRA
doess not achieve a significant performance gain with
12–2
24 tasks. Ho
owever, as tthe number of tasks

Scenarioo 3: The rattio of station
nary nodes tto
mobile nodes is 3:1. The remaining settup is the sam
me
as that defineed above.
Figure 3 demonstratees the averaage end-to-ennd
communicatiion delay annd accumulatiive applicatioon
completion time for Sccenario 3. As
A the resullts
indicate, AD
DRA perform
ms better and reduces thhe
average com
mmunication delay
d
by 40–80%. Compareed
to DRA, it improves perrformance by
y 50–60% witth
12–24 tasks and by 40–550% with 36–
–48 tasks. Likke
ADRA, DRA
A initially alllocated interd
dependent taskks
to nodes loocated nearbyy, but after allocation, thhe
mobility off nodes withhin a Grid increased thhe
communicatiion distancee between interdependennt
tasks. The inncreased comm
munication diistance reduceed
path stabilityy and also ressulted in multi-hop commuunication, whhich significanntly increased
d the communnication cost. D
DRA also didd not considerr the task typpe,
which furthher degraded the perform
mance due tto
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Fiigure 3. Averagge end-to-end co
ommunication ddelay and accum
mulative appliccation completioon time for Sceenario 3

Fiigure 4. Averagge end-to-end co
ommunication ddelay and accum
mulative appliccation completioon time for Sceenario 4

tiime. The ressults indicate that ADRA
A reduces thee
accumulative
a
application
a
coompletion timee by 30–70%.

increases to 36–48, ADRA ach
hieves signifficant
performaance gains. This
T
is becau
use with a small
number oof remote com
mmunication-bound tasks, most
of the m
mobile nodess were execu
uting either local
communiication-boundd tasks or computation-b
c
bound
tasks, whhich are not considered in the adaptaation.
Howeverr, as the numbber of tasks increased, the ratio
of remotte communicaation-bound tasks
t
executeed on
mobile nodes alsoo increased. Since reemote
communiication-boundd tasks are considered
c
inn the
adaptation, the perform
mance of ADR
RA became bettter.
mmon trend thhat can be obsserved in Scennarios
A com
3 and 4 is that the aveerage end-to-end communiccation
delay inncreases rapiddly as the number of tasks
increases. There are many
m
possiblee reasons forr this;
h level of nettwork
two that we observedd were a high
congestioon where muultiple remotee communicaationbound taasks were deployed
d
and
d multiple aaccess
interferennces. With ann increasing number
n
of reemote
communiication-boundd tasks, thee communiccation
traffic allso increasedd, which ressulted in nettwork
congestioon. In additiion, more taasks led to more
competitiion to gain ann access to th
he medium, w
which
increasedd the delay. Thhe routing oveerhead was annother
factor thaat increased significantly
s
as
a the numbeers of
tasks incrreased from 244 to 48.

5.3.4.
5
Energy consumption
c
The resultss for the enerrgy consumption presentedd
in
n Figures 5 and
a 6 indicatee that ADRA
A significantlyy
reduces energy
y consumptionn. In Scenario
o 1, it reducess
energy
e
consum
mption by 200–30% compaared to DRA
A
and
a
by 30–4
40% compareed to DICH
HOTOMY. Inn
Scenario
S
2, ho
owever, it redduces energy consumptionn
by
b 20–40% compared too DRA and by 30–50%
%
compared
c
to DICHOTOMY
D
Y. This is beecause ADRA
A
reduces the co
ommunicationn traffic generrated by taskss
and
a thus the energy
e
consum
med in the traansmission off
data.
d

Figure 5.
5 Energy consuumption for Sceenario 1

5.3.3. Acccumulative appplication com
mpletion time
As m
mentioned earlier,
e
two key compoonents
contributee to task comp
mpletion time: execution cosst and
communiication cost. Since commu
unication costt is a
product of the averaage end-to-en
nd communiccation
delay andd the number of packets transmitted bettween
tasks, a sm
mall improvement in averaage communiccation
delay siggnificantly redduces the task
k completion time
and thuss the accumuulative appliccation complletion

Figure 6.
6 Energy consuumption for Sceenario 2
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5.3.5. Compaarison between centralized and fully
decentralizedd architecturess

based on a fully decentralizedd architecture results in
inefffective allocation decisions due to the narrow view
of th
he network. It
I also incurss an overhead
d because
each
h node needs to
t exchange coontrol information with
neigh
hboring nodes. Howeever, this overhead
contrributes very liittle to the oveerall performaance when
a larrge amount of data transfeer takes placee between
taskss.

The perfo
formance of ADRA
A
based on centralizeed
and fully deecentralized arrchitectures iss demonstrateed
in Figure 7. As the resultts indicate, thee ADRA baseed
on a centraliized architectture performs better. This is
because it makes better allocation decissions due to thhe
global view of the netw
work. However, the ADR
RA

Figure 7. Perrformance of AD
DRA in terms of
o average end-tto-end commun
nication delay and
a accumulativve application completion
c
time usin
ng centralized aand fully decenttralized architecctures
heterogeneous grid environm
ments, in: Proc. Int. Conf.
on Parallel Prrocessing, 18-211 Aug 2002, pp
p. 499-505.
ds and Grid
[3] M. Baker, R. Buyya, D. Laaforenza. Grid
Technologies for Wire Areaa Distributed Computing
P
and Exxperience, Joh
hn Wiley &
Software — Practice
Sons Ltd., 2002. 32(15):1437––1466.
[4] R. K. Balan,, M. Satyannarayanan, S.. Y. Park,
T. Okoshi. Taactics-based rem
mote execution for mobile
computing. In: Proc. MobiSyys 2003, 1st Int. Conf. on
Mobile System
ms, Applicationss, and Servicess, 5-8 May
2003, pp. 273--286.
[5] T. D. Braun, H. J. Siegeel, A. A. Ma
aciejewski,
Y. Hong. Static resource alloocation for heterogeneous
computing environments
with taskss having
dependencies, priorities, ddeadlines and
d multiple
versions, J. Pa
arallel Distrib. Comput. 68 (20
008) 1504–
1516.
Wang, W. Cai. A peer-to[6] J. Cao, O. K. Kwong, X. W
peer approach to task schedulling in computaational grid,
M. Li et al. (eds.), GCC 2003, Lecturee Notes in
316–323,
Computer
Science
S
30332
(2004)
http://dx.doi.orrg/10.1007/9788-3-540-24679-4
4_65.
[7] R.-S. Chang, J.-S. Chang,, P.-S. Lin. An ant
algorithm forr balanced joob scheduling in grids,
J. Future Gen
ner. Comput. Syst. 25 (200
09) 20–27,
http://dx.doi.orrg/10.1016/j.futture.2008.06.00
04.
[8] B.-G. Chun, P. Maniatis. Augmented smartphone
s
applications through
t
clone cloud execu
ution (Intel
Research Berk
keley), in: Prooc. 12th Worksh
hop on Hot
Topics in Operrating Systems,, 18-20 May 20
009, pp. 8-9,
http://dx.doi.orrg/10.1109/GRI
RID.2004.44.
[9] D. C. Chu, M.
M Humphrey. Mobile OGSI.NET: Grid
computing on mobile devicess, in: Proc. 5th IEEE/ACM
I
p on Grid Co
Computing, 8 Nov
N
2004,
Int. Workshop
pp. 182-191.
[10] H. El-Rewini, H. H. Ali, T. L
Lewis. Task scheduling in
multiprocessin
ng systems, Coomputer 28 (1
12) (1995),
pp. 27-37, http
p://dx.doi.org/100.1109/2.47619
97.
[11] D. G. Feitelson, L. Rudolpph, U. Schwiiegelshohn.
Parallel Job Scheduling
S
– A Status Repo
ort, Lecture

6. Conclusiions
To reducce the cost of
o communiccation betweeen
dependent ttasks, an addaptive and distance-baseed
resource alloocation schem
me is proposed
d for allocatioon
of interdepenndent tasks onn a mobile ad hoc computinng
Grid. The schheme is basedd on a group mobility
m
moddel
and appliess various heuristics
h
to improve thhe
performance of dependennt tasks when nodes movve
within a Grid coverage arrea. The perfo
ormance of thhe
proposed schheme is compaared with distance-based annd
DICHOTOM
MY resource allocation sch
hemes througgh
simulations. The resultts demonstraate significan
ant
performance gains.
ocused only oon
Althoughh the proposedd scheme is fo
mobile ad hooc computatioonal Grids, wee believe that it
can be adoppted in otherr domains such as multipple
mobile robot systems, mobile
m
Web seervices, mobiile
peer-to-peer computing systems,
s
and so on wherre
multiple noddes are involveed to achieve a common gooal
or where a llarge amount of data transsfer takes placce
between mobbile nodes.
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